We propose a new method to compute compatible triangulations of two polygons in order to create smooth geometric transformations between them. Compared to existing methods, our approach creates triangulations of better quality, that is, triangulations with fewer long thin triangles and Steiner points. This results in visually appealing morphings when transforming the shape from one into another. Our method consists of three stages. First, we use a common valid vertex pair to uniquely decompose the source and target polygons into pairs of sub-polygons, in which each concave sub-polygon is triangulated. Second, within each sub-polygon pair, we map the triangulation of a concave sub-polygon onto the corresponding sub-polygon using a linear transformation, thereby generating compatible meshes between the source and the target. Third, we refine the compatible meshes, which creates better quality planar shape morphing with detailed textures. In order to evaluate the quality of the resulting mesh, we present a new metric that assesses the deformation of each triangle during the shape morphing process. Finally, we present an efficient scheme to handle compatible triangulations for a shape with self-occlusion, resulting in an interactive shape morphing system. Experimental results show that our method can create compatible meshes of higher quality as compared to existing methods with fewer long thin triangles and smaller triangle deformation values during shape morphing. These advantages enable us to create more consistent rotations for rigid shape interpolation algorithms and facilitate a smoother morphing process. The proposed algorithm is both robust and computationally efficient. It can be applied to produce convincing transformations such as interactive 2D animation and texture mapping. The proposed interactive shape morphing system enables normal users to generate morphing video easily without any professional knowledge.
Introduction
Planar shape morphing, also known as metamorphosis or shape blending, allows smoothly transforming a source shape into a target one [1] [2] [3] . Shape morphing techniques have been used widely in animation and special effects packages, such as Adobe After Effects and HTML5, generating visual effects for both the film and television. The key research focus here is to synthesize high-quality character animations that can handle shapes with self-occlusion and avoid collapsing of polygons during the morphing process.
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2D image deformation algorithms such as rigid shape deformation in [4, 5] have been extensively explored in the research community. With these algorithms, users can manipulate constrained handlers to deform a given image. However, such image warping techniques offer a limited range of transformations. Transforming a shape into a significantly different one is difficult due to the lack of feature correspondence.
Planar shape morphing methods offer solutions that determine the trajectory along which the source vertex will travel to the target one. Previous attempts to tackle the shape morphing problem by linearly interpolating the coordinates of each corresponding vertex pair between the source and the target polygons. However, simple linear interpolation sometimes creates intermediate polygons that overlap with each other, resulting in geometrically incorrect transformations. While other image space techniques such We use the common valid vertex pair for compatible decomposition if the common vertex pair exists; otherwise, we calculate the link path, e.g., the 2-link path between vertex u 2 and u 5 with the blue color shown in (h). (f-h) We use the polyline found in (e) that maximizes the minimum angle to decompose the source and target polygons. (i) We triangulate each sub-polygon p i of source polygon P using Delaunay triangulation. (j) We may need to add some Steiner points on the edge of sub-polygon q i to keep equivalent topology. (k) We solve a linear system to map the triangulation of sub-polygon p i onto the corresponding sub-polygon q i of target polygon Q . (l-m) We finally refine the compatible meshes by operations such as splitting long edges and flipping interior edges to improve the interior angles of the mesh.
as [5, 6] achieve pleasant blending results, they usually suffer from overlapping problems due to the lack of topology information.
Previous work [7] [8] [9] [10] has shown that computing compatible triangulation can successfully create smooth transformations for both the boundary and the interior of a shape. Two triangulations are compatible if they have the same combinatorial structure, i.e., if their face lattices are isomorphic [11] . However, in many situations, compatible meshes can be generated only if additional points, known as Steiner points, are added. Thus, one challenge of building compatible triangulation is to use a small number of Steiner points such that we can reduce the shape morphing complexity. Another challenging problem of computing compatible triangulation is to avoid the generation of some long thin triangles using a computationally efficient algorithm. The long thin triangles can cause inconsistent rotation problems and create artifacts when applied to shape interpolation algorithms [12] . Therefore, a good compatible triangulation contains a small number of Steiner points and keeps a small percentage of long thin triangles. In this paper, we propose a heuristic polygon decomposition method that reduces the overall algorithm complexity.
We observed that most existing compatible triangulation approaches either create a large number of skinny triangles or are too complicated for real-time shape morphing. In this paper, we propose an efficient framework to compute compatible triangulation of two simple polygons defined as planar shapes with nonintersecting edges that form a closed path. Our method produces compatible meshes with fewer long thin triangles and fewer Steiner points, thereby enabling smooth transformations from one shape into another. The proposed method applies to any 2D shape without holes. Here, we use the human shape as an example to illustrate our interactive animation system. We demonstrate an interactive entertainment system that transforms a human into a bird or other objects that people may never experience in real life.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• First, we propose a new algorithm to calculate the compatible polygon decomposition based on the common valid vertex pairs that results in a flexible decomposition of the source and target polygons.
• Second, we present a new metric to measure the quality of the resulting mesh during the shape morphing process.
• Finally, we propose an enhanced scheme that can compute a compatible triangulation for a shape with self-occlusion by introducing a calibration image. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we present an interactive morphing system that uses human silhouette as the source input shape.
Our preliminary research documented in [12] proposed a basic system to construct the compatible triangulation for two simple polygons. Compared with this work, our new compatible polygon decomposition algorithm is more flexible and leads to better mesh quality with fewer number of Steiner points, as illustrated in Fig. 8 and Table 2 . The method of [12] generates different triangulation results depending on whether we start the convex decomposition from the source or target polygon. However, our method always produces the same triangulation results even when started from different directions. This is because we consider the source and target polygons at the same time using the common valid vertex pairs. Generally, our algorithm is faster than [12] , as shown in Section 5 . Compared to [13] , we proposed a new metric to measure the quality of the resulting meshes during the rigid shape deformation process. We have also conducted extensive experiments to analyze the influence of the mesh quality on shape morphing such as texture mapping. Finally, to produce sensible transformations, we proposed an improved scheme to deal with compatible triangulations with self-occlusion, and we tested the proposed interactive animation system using a human silhouette as our source shape input.
Related work
Planar shape morphing involves two sub-problems: vertex correspondence and vertex path computation [14] . Vertex correspondence determines how the vertex u of source polygon P matches the vertex v of target polygon Q . The vertex path determines the trajectory along which the vertex u will travel to the vertex v . In this paper, we concentrate on the vertex correspondence problem, i.e., computing compatible meshes.
Previous methods for computing compatible triangulations usually fall into two categories: (1) Transforming the source and target polygons into another common space [7, 11, 15] . (2) Iteratively partitioning the source and the target polygons until both inputs become a set of triangles [9, 10, 16, 17] . Table 1 The computational complexity: the main computational cost of our method is computing the link paths, where N is the total number of boundary vertices of source polygon P , C P is the number of concave vertices of P , L and H are the number of sub-polygon pairs created by Liu et al. and our method, N i and S i are the number of boundary vertices and the number of Steiner points of the i −th sub-polygon respectively. Aronov et al. [11] constructed the compatible triangulations by overlaying the triangulations of the source and target polygons in a convex polygon. The intersections of the two triangulations built a piecewise-linear homeomorphism, which introduced a large number of Steiner points. To solve this problem, [7] employed Delaunay triangulation to reduce the number of Steiner points. Kranakis and Urrutia [15] proposed another method by which the number of Steiner points can be determined by the number of inflection vertices. While their method can reduce the number of Steiner points, it sometimes results in Steiner points on the edge of a polygon.
Gupta and Wenger [17] used the divide-and-conquer method to partition the source and target polygons iteratively. Their algorithm introduced a small number of Steiner points by using the link paths. However, it is not suitable for polygons with a small number of vertices. Surazhsky and Gotsman [9] simplified the algorithm of [17] and proposed a new remeshing method that greatly improves the mesh quality by adding a few number of Steiner points. Their algorithm requires the implementation of many data structures and algorithms in [16] , and therefore is algorithmically complex. Baxter et al. [10] proposed a new way to find compatible link paths. Based on this new link path generation algorithm, they used a similar scheme as in [9] to compatibly partition the two polygons. Although their algorithm for computing link paths is faster than [9] , the proportion of regular-shaped triangles (as opposed to long thin triangles) still needs to be improved.
A lot of work has been proposed for interpolating two shapes. Alexa et al. [7] proposed a method that attempted to preserve rigidity. They separately interpolated the rotation and the scale/shear components of an affine transformation matrix, which generated pleasing results with small rotations for most of the cases. Inspired by [7, 18] presented a 3D morphing method based on the Poisson's equation that generated visually pleasing morphing sequences. However, their method suffered from the inherited problem of rigid interpolation methods that the rotations may be incorrectly interpolated. As a solution, [19] proposed a method to consistently assign rotations. Sumner and Popovic [20] proposed a method that transferred the 3D deformation of a source triangle mesh onto a different target triangle mesh. However, their algorithm is designed for the case where there is a clear semantic correspondence between the source and target. Li et al. [21] introduced a new type of coordinates for Hermite interpolation that can be applied to shape deformation. Other methods such as [22] try to preserve certain properties such as the smoothness and the distortion for 2D shape interpolation.
In this paper, we propose a new method to construct the compatible meshes of two simple polygons. Our approach draws inspiration from [23] , which uses barycentric coordinates to map a spatial surface triangulation to a planar triangulation. However, [23] requires that every Steiner point of the target polygon Q must be a strict convex combination of its neighbors, which cannot always be satisfied in practice. As a solution, we propose an efficient compatible polygon decomposition algorithm that simultaneously partitions the source and target polygons into a set of sub-polygon pairs such that we can solve the compatible mapping with a sparse linear system for each sub-polygon pair. On the other hand, the resulted initial triangulation may still contain long thin triangles that need to be improved. We propose some efficient schemes to further improve the mesh quality.
Compatible triangulations
As illustrated in Fig. 1 (a,b) , the input data of our system are two simple polygons P and Q with corresponding vertices ordered in counter-clockwise. We denote P = { U, E P } and Q = { V, E Q } as the source and target polygons with point set u ∈ U and v ∈ V, together with the edge set E P , E Q , respectively. P and Q are assumed to be simple polygons without holes, in which the edges do not cross each other and form a closed contour enclosing each polygon. We define T P and T Q as the triangulation of the polygon P and Q . T P and T Q are compatible if they have an equivalent topology, which is defined as:
1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of T P and that of T Q . 2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the edges of T P and T Q , meaning that if there is an edge connecting two vertices of T P , then there is an edge connecting the corresponding vertices of T Q and vice versa. 3. The boundary vertices of both T P and T Q are traversed in the same clockwise or counter-clockwise order.
The core of our framework is a new algorithm for partitioning the source and target polygon pairs, which is more flexible to increase the mesh quality. Given two simple polygons P and Q with a boundary vertex correspondence as illustrated in Fig. 1 (a,b) , our algorithm works in three stages. First, we decompose the source polygon P and the target polygon Q into compatible sub-polygons Fig. 1 (c,g) , where either the target sub-polygon q i or the corresponding source sub-polygon p i is convex. Considering a sub-polygon, p i of P , we triangulate p i using Delaunay triangulation as illustrated in Fig. 1 (h,i) . Second, we map the triangulation T p i of the source sub-polygon p i onto the corresponding target sub-polygon q i using a sparse linear system as shown in Fig. 1 (j,k) . Third, we refine the compatible meshes to improve the mesh quality shown in Fig. 1 (l,m) , which is important for high-quality morphing in 2D animation, special effects for movies and texture mapping.
Compatible decomposition of the target and source polygons
In the first phase, we compatibly decompose the source and target polygons, P and Q , into pairs of sub-polygons. In a simple polygon, a vertex u ∈ U is convex if the angle α formed by the two edges at u is less than π radians. Otherwise u is considered to be concave . Our goal is to turn some concave vertices into convex ones through the decomposition and to construct pairs of sub-polygons from the source and target polygons such that each of the subpolygon pair contains at least one convex sub-polygon.
Without loss of generality, we assume the source and target polygons P and Q each to be a simple polygon with N vertices arranged in counter-clockwise order. Here, we label the concave ver- , . . . , u N as the convex vertices of P . We call a vertex pair ( i , j ) of P valid if u i is visible from u j , and at least one of the two vertices is a concave vertex, e.g., (1, 4) is valid as shown in Fig. 2 . If two vertices are visible to each other while not being a valid pair, then it implies that both vertices are convex such as vertex pair (2, 4) as illustrated in Fig. 2 . A diagonal u a u b of P is a line segment that joins vertex u a and u b of P and remains strictly inside P . A diagonal such as u 2 u 4 in Fig. 2 that connects two convex vertices is redundant in our compatible decomposition algorithm because it can be removed and the two convex sub-polygons on its sides can be merged into a convex polygon. Therefore, for the construction of a compatible decomposition, we consider only the diagonals that connect two vertices that belong to valid vertex pairs.
In some cases, the compatible triangulation can be constructed only if Steiner points are added. In order to introduce the minimum number of Steiner points, we need to search for all the potential decomposition combinations in the solution space. As a result, there can be an exponential number of ways to decompose a simple polygon into convex sub-polygons using the valid vertex pair, which forbids the practical use of the algorithm. Previous work converted the compatible triangulation problem into a common base domain [7, 11] or used a divide-and-conquer methods [10, 12, 24] to iteratively partition the source and target polygons. However, these methods may either be too complex for a real-time application or produce a mesh of poor quality. This motivates us to design an efficient compatible triangulation algorithm with improved mesh quality.
We start from the source polygon P and find all the valid vertex pairs VP P for P . Similarly, we find the valid vertex pairs VP Q for the target polygon Q . Among all the valid vertex pairs in VP P and VP Q , we collect the common valid vertex pairs V P = V P P ∩ V P Q that appear in both V P P and V P Q . The best partition for P and Q is the common valid vertex pair that generates the maximum minimum interior angle IntAng by:
where the IntAng P ( a , b ) contains four angles formed by the intersection of the source polygon P and the diagonal u a u b that connects a valid vertex pair ( a , b ). For example, IntAng P (1, 4) contains
Decomposing polygons with Eq. (1) generates a balanced angle partition for both the source and target polygons, which maximizes the interior angle of both the source and target sub-polygons in the current iteration. Liu et al. [12] only considered a balanced angle partition for the target polygon; however, the source polygon may still generate small interior angles. Previous methods such as [9, 10] only considered balanced index partition of the source and target polygons, which is likely to decrease the mesh quality regarding the proportion of small angles in the compatible meshes, which will be discussed in Section 6.2 .
In practice, the common valid vertex pair may not always be available in some cases. For example, as shown in Fig. 1 (c,d) , the intersection of two valid vertex pair sets {(2, 4), (2, 5)} ∩ {(3, 1), (3, 5)} is empty. Here, we apply a link path to determine the partition line between two vertices instead of using the common valid vertex pair. A link path between vertex u a and u b is a polyline within the polygon that joins the vertex pair ( a , b ) such as vertex pairs (2,6) and (6, 5) in Fig. 1 (h) , which defines a 2-link path between vertex u 2 and u 5 . A minimum link distance for vertex pair ( a , b ), linkDist ( u a , u b ), is the minimum number of line segments in a polyline, for example, the minimum link distance for vertex pair (2, 5) in Fig. 1 (h) is 2. We follow [10] Compute valid vertex pairs V P P and V P Q
8
Find common valid vertex pairs
if V P is not empty then 11 Calculate the best partition by:
Decompose P and Q using (a, b) that creates two sets of sub-polygons:
Decompose P or Q using link path that creates two sets of sub-polygons:
polygon decomposition algorithm. By this stage, we have compatibly decomposed the source polygon P and the target polygon Q into sub-polygons 
Compatible triangulations mapping
The compatible decomposition process may introduce Steiner points on the link path of either the source polygon P or the target polygon Q . Moreover, to improve the mesh quality, the mesh refinement process detailed in Section 3.3 creates Steiner points within each sub-polygon. Therefore, we have two types of Steiner points: (1) Steiner points that lie on the link path of source subpolygon p i , and (2) Steiner points that lie within p i . For (1), we map the Steiner points onto the corresponding edges of the target sub-polygon q i based on the simple line-segment-length propor- tion principle. For (2), we solve the mapping with a sparse linear system.
Mapping the Steiner Points onto the Link Path of the Source Polygon
We denote u s as a Steiner point that lies on the link path between vertex u a and u b in the source sub-polygon p i such as the vertex u 6 for vertex pair ( u 2 , u 5 ) in Fig. 1 (h) . We add a Steiner point v s for the target sub-polygon q i on the corresponding line segment v a v b based on the linear ratio with the following equation:
where polylineLength ( u a , u b ) is the summation of the length of all line segments on the link path between u a and u b .
As shown in Fig. 1 (h) , the length of the polyline for vertex pair ( u 2 , u 5 ) is pol yl ineLength (u 2 , u 5 ) = pol yl ineLength (u 2 , u 6 ) + pol yl ineLength (u 6 , u 5 ) . We place the vertex v 6 on the line segment v 2 v 5 using Eq. (2) .
Mapping the Steiner points within the source polygon
In this section, we will explain how to map the Steiner points inside the source polygon onto the corresponding locations inside the target polygon. As shown in Fig. 3 
where M is the total number of points including the boundary vertices and the Steiner points for source sub-polygon p i , i.e. M = N i + S i .
We now explain how to map the Steiner point u j ∈ U p i , 
where
Note that the barycentric coordinates λ j , k can be uniquely determined by Eq. (3) . We rewrite Eq. (4) by breaking the summation term into two sub-terms:
where S i is the number of Steiner points within the target subpolygon q i and N i is the number of boundary vertices of q i .
Denoting v j = (x j , y j ) to be a Steiner point within target subpolygon q i that we want to solve, Eq. (5) is equivalent to the following form:
. . , y S i ) T , and the matrix A S i ×S i is in the form
This linear system in Eq. (6) has S i unknown variables and S i equations. The solution to Eq. (6) is unique as the matrix A is nonsingular. We apply LU decomposition to solve Eq. (6) in O (S 3 i ) [27] , where S i is the number of Steiner points within target sub-polygon q i .
In practice, the source sub-polygon p i maybe concave and we cannot guarantee that any point inside p i can be mapped onto its corresponding point inside the target sub-polygon q i using the barycentric coordinates. Our decomposition algorithm generates a pair of sub-polygons in which at least one of the sub-polygons is convex. As shown in Fig. 1 (g ) and (h), although the source sub-polygon P 2345 is concave, its corresponding target sub-polygon Q 2345 is convex. We can triangulate the target sub-polygon Q 2345 and map it onto the source sub-polygon P 2345 . Because the target sub-polygon Q 2345 is convex, we can map the points inside Q 2345 onto the countering-points inside P 2345 using the barycentric coordinates.
Compatible mesh refining
While the compatible meshes generated by our method introduce a small number of Steiner points, there may still be some long thin triangles such as the second column in Fig. 7 (a) . In practice, we found that these long thin triangles can cause numerical problems such as inconsistent rotations for shape morphing. Therefore, we have to refine the compatible meshes to avoid numerical problems.
To refine the compatible meshes, we apply a variation of the remeshing method in [9] . We only smooth those triangles with small interior angles and long edges. Specifically, we smooth the mesh using area and angle based remeshing, splitting long edges, and flipping interior edges to improve the interior angles. We follow [28] to employ the minimum interior angle as a criterion to measure the mesh quality. We want to increase the minimum interior angle for both the source and target meshes. We apply the refinement operations to improve a pair of meshes only if these operations can further improve the mesh quality for both the source and target meshes. The smoothed results can be found in Fig. 7 (b) .
Computing Compatible triangulation with self-occlusion

The problem of shape morphing with self-occlusion
As shown in Fig. 4 ( t = 0) , the user adopts a pose with selfocclusions, e.g., with the right hand placed in front of the torso and the left hand behind it. We apply the compatible triangulation method discussed in Section 3 , which generates the compatible meshes. However, these meshes cannot distinguish the hands and the other body parts due to self-occlusion. We apply the rigid shape interpolation method introduced in [7] to blend the mesh, which results in the transformations shown in Fig. 4 . We can see the transformations of the in-between images such as the time slice t = 0.2, which dose not make sense because we want the hands of the user to be gradually transformed into the wings of the butterfly.
Enhancing shape morphing with self-occlusion
To generate sensible transformation, we need to enable our compatible triangulation method to deal with the shape with selfocclusion. However, the shape extracted from an image with selfocclusion does not contain any overlapping information, which makes it hard to compute the compatible triangulation between two shapes with self-occlusion. Thus, we propose an improved scheme to tackle triangulation with self-occlusion by introducing a calibration image.
Our inputs are the RGB image of the source object, together with its deformation control points, and the target shape with texture. Here are the steps to build the compatible triangulation between the source shape with self-occlusion and the target shape: (1) We capture a calibration shape of the source object that gives us the full body texture of the source object. Here, the calibration shape is used to extract the topology information, e.g., the deformation control points, and it requires the shape to have no overlapping parts. Additionally, the calibration shape enables us to synthesize texture for transformation with overlapping as it contains the full texture of the source shape. In particular, the calibration shape for human in this case is the full body image as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . (2) We build the compatible triangulation between the calibration and target shapes, which bridges the shape with self-occlusion and the target shape. (3) We use the control points to deform the mesh of the calibration shape into the source shape with occlusion, which implicitly builds the compatible triangulation between the source shape with occlusion and the target shape. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , we take the human posture as an example to explain the process of computing compatible triangulation with self-occlusion.
Using as-rigid-as-possible shape morphing, the points on the medial axis of a shape experience only rotations [7, 29] . Therefore, it is reasonable to use a sparse set of points on the media axis as the deformation control points. Methods such as [30, 31] have been proposed to extract the skeleton of a shape. Since we are using the human as an example, we follow the Kinect's posture estimation method [32] to identify the skeleton of human and use these skeleton joints as our deformation control points. In addition, Kinect also simplifies the work of capturing the silhouette and texture of the source object.
Collision detection and depth adjustment
As the searching sequence of our polygon decomposition algorithm is similar to the breadth-first search method, the triangles are not stored in sequence. We must be careful when different parts of the shape overlap. If we assign depths inappropriately, the overlapping parts may interpenetrate as shown in Fig. 6 (b) . We continuously monitor the mesh for self-intersection and assign appropriate depth values to the overlapping parts. The depth value we assigned to each triangle is estimated from the posture reconstruction algorithm studied in [33] . As we have recovered the joint positions for each joint, we know if the hands are in front of or behind the spine as shown in Fig. 6 (c) .
As shown in the second row of Fig. 12 , we blend the human with self-occlusion and the butterfly. Compared with the transformations that do not consider body parts overlap as shown in Fig. 4 , the results in the second row of Fig. 12 make more sense as we now transform the human's limbs into the butterfly's wings.
Method complexity
In this section, we will analyze the computational complexity of our method. It takes O ( N ) time to determine the concave vertices and O ( N ) time to find a valid vertex pair using the visibility polygon algorithm [34] , where N is the number of vertices of a polygon. Finding the common valid vertex pairs using methods like hash table usually requires O (1) time. Thus, the time cost of decomposing the source and target polygons into pairs of sub-polygons is O ( N 2 ). Finding a corresponding link path for a sub-polygon, e.g., Table 1 compares the computational complexity between our method and alternative approaches. The main computation of our algorithm is dominated by computing link paths and solving a lin-
, where H is the number of subpolygon pairs. In practice, the most time-consuming part of our algorithm is building the link path as S i is often smaller than N i . Generally, our algorithm is faster than [12] . This is because our method simultaneously decomposes the source and target polygons, and we will stop partitioning a polygon pair if one of them is convex. However, [12] keeps partitioning the target polygon until all the target sub-polygons are convex. Our method is much faster than [9, 10] as we solve a small linear sparse system within each sub-polygon pair.
The matrix A in Eq. (6) is sparse and non-symmetric. Therefore, we further speed it up by using iterative methods such as Bi-CGSTAB [35] . Here, we apply an open library Eigen [36] to solve the sparse linear system. The compatible mapping process of a sub-polygon pair can be even faster before the mesh refinement operations, and it can be completed in O ( S i ). This is because the Fig. 8 . Compatible triangulations comparisons. We compare our results with [9, 10, 12] . While we generally use fewer number of Steiner points than the others, our algorithm creates high-quality compatible meshes concerning the proportion of long thin triangles.
Delaunay triangulation can triangulate the sub-polygon p i with no Steiner points such that we only need to map the Steiner points on the link path as discussed in Section 3.2.1 .
Experimental results
In this section, we will show the experimental results and present the comparisons with the alternative approaches including [9, 10, 12] . Qualitative analysis is conducted to evaluate the mesh quality between the proposed method and other alternatives. The experiments are conducted on an Intel Core i3-2350M 2.3 GHz PC with 4 GB RAM.
Compatible triangulations
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we implemented the as-rigid-as-possible shape interpolation method introduced in [7] . Figs. 7 and 8 show some compatible triangulation results and some challenging polygon pairs that are quite different such as the shark and the seahorse in the third row of Fig. 7 . More examples of comparing morphing against previous triangulation strategies can be found in Fig. 13 . In practice, in order to create good correspondences between two polygons, shape matching algorithms such as [37] and [38] can be employed to automatically construct a few key correspondences between the source and target polygons, e.g., the vertices around the head, the hands and the feet of the human. Then, the remaining vertices between the user selected key points can be aligned based on linear interpolation. The user can specify a small number of matching points to ensure that the matching points are selected with similarity context. The mismatched correspondences can be detected by observing the generated transformations. Fig. 7 (a) shows that our initial compatible triangulation contains few long thin triangles and we only need to flip some edges of such triangles to enlarge the minimum interior angles. Fig. 7 (b) shows that our compatible meshes can be further refined by methods such as splitting long edges and averaging the area of adjacent triangles. However, it should also be noted that not every long thin triangle can be further enhanced with our refinement method. For example, in the third row of Fig. 7 , some thin triangles around the head of the seahorse cannot be improved.
Given the compatible triangulations of two input polygons, shape interpolation can be applied to create animations showing the transitions from one shape to another. Fig. 7 (b) shows some interpolation results using our compatible meshes. For more transformations, please see our supplemental demo video.
Mesh quality evaluation
The quality of the compatible meshes greatly influences the intermediate shapes generated by morphing techniques. In particular, meshes with those long and skinny triangles would suffer from the inconsistent rotation problem [7, 19] .
We employ the following criteria to measure the mesh quality: (1) the minimum interior angle of a given mesh; and (2) the pro- portion of angles that are smaller than a certain constant value, which is known to be a reasonable mesh quality criteria [28] . We want to increase the minimum interior angle of a mesh and decrease the percentage of small angles. Table 2 shows a quantitative comparison between our algorithm and three alternative methods. [9] tends to create more long thin triangles than the others. Compared with the results of [9] , [10] improves the minimum interior angle. [12] enhances the pro- portion of regular triangles but sometimes introduces a few more Steiner points than [9] . While our results are similar to [9] regarding the number of Steiner points, our algorithm creates a much smaller percentage of small angles than [9, 10] . Compared with [9, 10, 12] , the minimum angle of our method has been improved greatly while we generally add a fewer number of Steiner points than the alternative methods. Regarding our computational time, most of the examples in this paper take less than 5 s. Additionally, as the compatible decomposition and mapping are highly independent, our method can potentially benefit from the parallel computing of GPU, and hence the entire computing process may be done in real-time.
Triangle deformation evaluation
We apply the rigid shape interpolation algorithm [7] to transform a source mesh T P into the target one T Q . Here, we define an edge deformation function to measure the deformation of each triangle face during the transformation. Given the vertices of a source
where u a u b is the length of the edge that connects vertex u a and u b .
The deformation of the triangle T P f is defined as where u a and u b are vertices of the f −th source triangle in T P . The deformation function E f measures the deformation degree of each triangle. A source triangle T P f will experience very small deformation to transform into the target triangle T Q f as E f approaches 0; Otherwise, a source triangle will experience a big distortion as E f becomes larger. For a good compatible triangulation, a larger percentage of small deformation E is preferred, which benefits applications such as shape morphing and texture mapping. The horizontal axis of Fig. 9 (bottom) shows the deformation values that range from the smallest to the largest deformation values in a mesh. For some specific deformation amount of the horizontal axis, the value of vertical axis demonstrates the percentage of triangles that need a deformation smaller than such a particular deformation value. For example, one triangle in the mesh needs a deformation value of 0.5, and more than 90% of triangles generated by our method experience the deformation values less than 0.5. Fig. 9 shows that our method generally creates the compatible meshes with a higher percentage of triangles that experience small deformation E . On the other hand, our method generates fewer triangles that need large deformation during the shape morphing [37, 38] .
As illustrated in Fig. 10 , we demonstrate the texture mapping using compatible triangulations generated by methods of [9, 10, 12] and ours. The system inputs are a source polygon with texture and a target polygon without texture. We first build the compatible triangulations of two shapes with alternative approaches, as shown in the third and fourth rows in Fig. 8 . Based on the compatible meshes, we map the texture of a source shape onto the target one. In general, mapping the texture of a shape onto another very different one always suffers from the texture stretching. As shown in the dog-cat example in Fig. 10 (b-e) , nearly all the squares experience some distortion due to the creation of some long thin triangles as shown in the third example in Fig. 8 . These long thin triangles need large distortion to be transformed into the target triangles. We can still observe that both [12] and our method preserved some regular squares around the upper body of the cat while our method only generates 1 Steiner point. We then try to map the texture of an alligator between two postures. For the method of [9] in Fig. 8 (b) , we can see some distortions appear around the abdomen of the alligator. The stretched pattern can also be observed at the back of the alligator for both methods of [10] and [12] as shown in Fig. 8 (c) and Fig. 8 (d) respectively. Compared with the other methods, ours generates a smoother pattern around the back of the alligator, and the deformation of the abdomen makes more sense. This is because our method generates much more regular triangles that only involve small deformation during the shape morphing process, as shown in Fig. 9 (b) .
Interactive shape morphing system
To test the effectiveness of our approach, we have implemented a prototype of the proposed interactive shape morphing system using a human posture as the input of source shape. Fig. 11 (a) shows the setup of our interactive shape morphing system. We use Kinect as the input device of the source shape. The user stands in front of the Kinect, and the system can be controlled by gesture command. For example, the system starts to capture and extract the shape of the user when the user in the scene raises his/her left hand over the head. More commands such as raising two hands to go back to the default capture view have been implemented. Fig. 11 (b) and (c) show the interface of the interactive shape morphing system. As shown in the bottom left of Fig. 11 (b) , the user adopts a pose as the source input shape. The user can select the target shape in the shape database with a certain gesture such as waving the hand, and then the target shape is rendered in the right of Edit window in Fig. 11 (b) . We then compute the compatible triangulation between the source and target shapes. Finally, we transform the source shape into the target shape based on the compatible meshes. The intermediate results are shown in the Transformation window as shown in Fig. 11 (c) . More animations generated by our system can be found in Fig. 12 . On the other hand, our interactive shape morphing system can be applied to create animation, movie and even special effects. The typical users may not have the professional resources to create some interesting morphing video, our method and system can simplify the work to produce the interactive morphing video.
Conclusions
We propose a new method to compute the compatible triangulations of two simple polygons and apply them to 2D shape morphing. Our method compatibly decomposes the source and target polygons into sub-polygon pairs and maps the triangula-tion between a pair of sub-polygons using a sparse linear system. We present a new metric to measure the quality of the resulting mesh during the transformation. In addition, we propose an enhanced scheme to fix compatible triangulations with selfocclusion that benefits sensible transformations. Finally, to demonstrate the proposed algorithm, we build an interactive shape morphing system using the human silhouette as the source shape input.
Comparing with previous methods, our compatible polygon decomposition algorithm offers a more flexible way to decompose the source and target polygons such that the minimum interior angle can be maximized at each iteration. This leads to compatible triangulations with more regular-shaped triangles as opposed to long thin triangles. This is supported by the analysis that we generate fewer triangles whose minimum angles are small under our approach when compared to methods in [9, 10, 12] . Second, compared to our preliminary work [12] , the proposed method generates the same compatible meshes whether we start the decomposition from the source or target polygon. Another advantage is the simplicity of our system that involves only three stages. All we need is to decompose a polygon, to calculate link paths, and to solve a sparse linear system, enabling real-time morphing.
While our method handles well the mapping between shapes, the morphing results need to be further improved. As we focus on generating the compatible meshes, we simply crossfade between textures in the image space. More sophisticated texture blending or image warping algorithms such as [5] can be incorporated into our technique. Currently, the intermediate images interpolated are uniquely determined by a rigid interpolation method [7] , which offers no means of control. It would thus be desirable to modify some parts of the intermediate shapes if the users were not satisfied with them. We can explore possible solutions such as the linear constraints proposed in [19] to increase the user controllability.
Another drawback of our method is that we cannot deal with polygons with holes. One possible solution would be adding a bridge between the outer polygon and the inner polygons (i.e., the holes). We may connect the outer polygon to all the holes to treat such a polygon with holes as a single polygon. We can then apply our method to decompose the source and target polygons compatibly. While we have shown many examples of compatible triangulations both in the paper and the supplemental video, we also want to test our algorithm on shapes with a more complex structure or completely different topologies in the future.
Finally, we want to make better use of the features afforded by commodity depth cameras. It is possible to detect self-occlusions in a video sequence using the depth image captured by commodity depth cameras automatically. However, it is hard to recover the occluded textures for human figures with self-occlusion, which makes it difficult to compute the cross-fade textures for each inbetween transformation. That is why we need a calibration image that offers the full body texture for shape morphing with occlusions. An interesting direction of future work would be to skip the calibration image and compute the compatible triangulation directly from shapes with self-occlusions using data from a commodity depth camera.
